
The	case	for	a	UK	Recreational	Live	Release	Fishery	

The Opportunity.
Since 2015, Atlantic Bluefin Tuna have appeared late each summer in substantial numbers 
all across the UK’s Western waters, from Dorset to the Shetlands.   As members of ICCAT, 
and having our own Bluefin Tuna quota, the UK are now able to operate a recreational 
live-release Bluefin fishery.
 
We believe there are strong arguments to establish a large-scale, regulated, ICCAT 
compliant recreational live-release fishery in UK waters from 2021 which would provide 
valuable scientific research whilst delivering significant socio-economic benefits to coastal 
communities struggling to deal with the continuing impact of Covid 19.

Socio-Economic Benefits.
An independent study of a Canadian recreational live-release fishery in 2012 (Reeling in 
Revenue) concluded that,’ live release bluefin have the potential to generate up to six 
times more revenue on a per tonne basis than a commercially caught bluefin’.

Another example is the town of Hatteras in North Carolina where a recreational live-
release Bluefin fishery was established in 1994. Three years later, a study by the 
University of Texas concluded this fishery was generating in the order of $5million per year 
for the local community. Significantly, the report detailed how widespread these benefits 
were, noting that numerous businesses and hundreds of employees in the hospitality and 
tourism sector were direct beneficiaries of this new fishery.

The ‘Giant’ Atlantic Bluefin Tuna seasonally inhabiting UK waters present a particularly 
attractive angling challenge and anglers will travel great distances (globally) and spend 
significant sums to catch, photograph and release ‘the catch of a lifetime’.  

Securing their future.
Engaging local communities in such science has been shown to raise awareness and 
support for conservation minded policies. 

There is evidence worldwide of the economic benefits recreational angling can bring to 
coastal communities. The leveraging of small amounts of quota in live release fisheries for 
species such as Bluefin is a very effective use of valuable and often limited quota. 

The establishment of a well regulated live-release Bluefin fishery, with a parallel research 
program, would enable the UK to set a new world leading benchmark in the optimal, 
sustainable management of an iconic, valuable species whilst delivering a much needed 
economic boost to local coastal communities by directly benefitting the hospitality, tourist 
accommodation and charter vessel business sectors.

The UK must not miss this opportunity. 
  
Thank you  


